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About This Game

MIND MAZE - is a logical competitive game based on capturing of the playing field.

Put a walls, build a labyrinth, capture cells of playing field. Do not let the appearance of closed corners to avoid being captured
by enemy.

Calculate the moves to build a strategy, create a logical trap for opponent. Be cunning, force your opponent to make a mistake
and cover the field like rapid avalanche, carrying you to victory.

Play the single-player campaign or compete with players online.

Win and get the championship of the leaderboard!
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Title: Mind Maze
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Satur Entertainment
Publisher:
Satur Entertainment
Release Date: 16 Jun, 2017
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Pat & Mat is a masterpiss.. This game is amazing! Too difficult, though.But I still can't wait for the prequel's release today, even
though I don't know when.-Morton. Hyperun is FAST
Hyperun is GOOD
Hyperun is FURIOUS
Hyperun is ADDICTING
Hyperun is INCREDIBLE
Hyperun is REALLY A SIMPLE GAME WITH A SIMPLE MECHANIC THAT WORKS REALLY WELL
Hyperun is PRETTY COOL ACTUALLY YOU SHOULD GET IT CAUSE IT'S FUN AND ONCE YOU PLAY YOU CAN'T
REALLY STOP AND YOU JUST PRESS INSTANT RETRY IMMEDIATLY AFTER YOU DIE. It's pretty glitchy but for a
few minutes of fun here and there, it was well worth the money.. Tired of trying to get this game to work. It refused to run. I am
glad I got it in a humble bundle because it would have been a waste of money otherwise.. I first tried it out with mouse and
keyboard, and it was a little frustrating because the game is designed for gamepad. That said, as soon as i pluged in my xbox
controller it was a much more enjoyable experience and found myself unable to stop playing.
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Ahh, Pixelman. It had been sitting on my wishlist for quite a while. Now that I bought it for cheap, I finally got to play this
disgrace.

Pros
-Engaging core mechanics, similar to Flappy Bird, Jetpack Joyride, etc. Simple but effective.
-Several characters to choose from.
-Small graphical details every time you reach certain milestones.

Cons
-Music and sound effects are awful. You'd rather have your own music in the background.
-Graphics and colors aren't attractive. It tries to adopt an 8-bit esque style but the palettes are just bad. Also, buildings get mixed
with the background and it's kind of difficult sometimes to make up which is which. No sense of depth in the graphics.
. At one point during play a gamebreaking bug happens in the design screen. It states that I need to add the engine gun and
suspension and yet have all three, still the game won't let new designs get built for this arbitrary stupidity, dear dev, I have no
idea where exactly the code is wrong for this but please fix because it's easily the best 5ish bucks I've spent. Lots of people
complaining about this game, and while the controls are a little odd they're still simple enough a monkey could figure it out in
five mintues with just the first two tutorial levels. The graphics aren't ultra-real pixar animated but the physics are in fact what
count here as you build your way through the scenarios. You learn real quick when thicker beams\/ropes are necessary vs when a
lighter object will work, and the truck literally couldn't be easier to drive around unless they did it for you (which wouldn't work
because some of what you have to do is pretty interesting). The only issue I've encountered is laying down road tiles, sometimes
they'll snap to full shape properly and sometimes they'll tell you it's too much. Scrap it and try again. All around a solid 8\/10 if
you like a bit of challenge while you build stuff, higher if you don't care how good it looks while you do it. Still a better love
story than 50 shades.. words cannot describe how disapointed I am with this game, because believe it or not I actually had high
hopes for this game, thinking that Eternity Studios would learn from their mistakes and boy was I wrong because of stepping
forward, they decided to reverse long jump ala Mario 64 into space because everything they have done here is so much worse

Gameplay
Pretty much the same as Eternity Studio's other game Dream Dealer except it feels like you move slower and your character
takes this annoying extra step after you let go of WAS or D, making climbing the only obstical in the game very diffacult,
because not only is it poorly constructed, but combined with the wonky new controls and it becomes a chore rather than a fun or
interesting expirence

L e n g t h
This game is short, even when stopping to admire the A e s t h e t i c s I got through this game in about 8 minutes tops, taking
pictures of anything I can use to decorate my profile with and trying not to hurl in the one or two rooms that game me motion
sickness, which reminds me

Grapics
and wouldn't you believe it, they got worse too, going from semi-orignal textures to assets ripped from different sites or games
and then making them so blury that you would think that your lenses are clouded and you need to consult an eye doctor before
going completely blind

END
This game is too short, too expensive, and hurts peoples eyes, just like my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665So, you
know, avoid this game like the plague unless it goes on sale for like 1.99 or lower and you really want some cool screenshots for
your profile. This game was very short and strange. It was meant to be funny and I didn't think it was that great. It has an
interesting start but I was hoping for more to it. I will try playing again and seeing if I can find more to the story. The problem
with these games is that once I play through once, while it is usually worth it, playing through again to find alternate choices is
pretty boring, even if I am curious. There should be a way to save progress when you restart so you can try new things.. Frederic:
Resurrection of Music (F:RoM) has probably one of the strongest premises of any rhythym game. The music industry has
become so commercialized that it literally causes classical pianist and composure Frederic Chopin to rise from the dead.
Disturbed by the modern day music industry's quest for fame and fortune, Frederic sets out to school all of these wannabe
musicians about what it truly means to be an artist. Or something like that. I honestly couldn't really tell what was going on most
of the time because narratively the execution is a little wonky.
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But who cares about that! It is all about the music man! It is the strength of song selection that makes or breaks a rhythym game
and F:RoM shines in this department. Each track is a genre breaking remix of one of Chobin's classical pieces. Ever wonder
what Chobin would sound like if he smoked pot and took influence from Bob Marley? How would his music be affected if he
binged old Western movies for a weekend? It is an insanely clever idea that makes picking up this game worthwhile.

The actual gameplay is not great but merely acceptable. Other reviewers claim that there are problem while playing on keyboard
but I cannot comment on this because I played using the touch controls on my Windows 8 Surface Pro. It is a nice litte pick up
if you are playing on a tablet like device. Other than that, however, I cannot recommend it whole heartedly.

Controls aside the story does leave much to be desired. I feel like the developers could have done a lot more with the set up but
for less than $3 I believe to be Frederic: Resurrection of Music to be worth your time and money.. This is a simple room escape
game that I found to be pretty interesting. Despite it's simplicity, it is challenging and some of the setups are pretty cool. I
thought it was worth the $2. For that low of a price, I found it to be a pretty cool game. I haven't finished it all, but from what I
have played, I'd say that it's worth getting, especially if you have a friend\/family member that is try to help you.

Basically, it's nothing extraordinary, but for only $2, it's worth giving it a try.. Very good game
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